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In 1943, Isabel Briggs Myers and her mother, Katharine Cook Briggs, developed the first version of the Myers-Briggs test. Students in psychology, they built their ideas on their theory of Carl Jung. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator - or MBTI as it would become known - was created in order to give people
insight into how people think and behave. Today it is the most widely used personality test, and often gets called the 16 personalities tests, called for its 16 results possible. The easiest way to get your MBTI is to answer four questions – these will all give you insight into the way that your personality
behaves and communicates with others. Also known as the MBTI, the test itself breaks very personality in preference. Then enjoy a four-letter code that groups personalities type together by the way they prefer to interact with the world. MBTI are sort you by type. It operates on the fundamental
assumption that you will answer questions by preferring one thing about another. How do you get your energy? How do you see the world &amp; gather information? How do you make your decisions? How much do you like to plan ahead? olaser/Getty Images When it comes to the way you get your
energy, there are two possible options. Extractions are usually sociable people. They like to start conversations and think their way of talking. Extraction also finds that they get energy from spending time with others, and will often have lots of friends, with lots of interest. Typically, extra extra is focused on
what's going on in the outside world. izusek/Getty Images then maybe you'll find yourself more of an introvet. Introvers, in general, are focusing more on their inner world. They recharge their batteries by spending time alone and taking their time when it comes to talking. They will typically be less, but very
deep with significant friends, and a refined range of interests. Slower to take action, introves like to squeeze up all the options. If you think of yourself as an extractor, your first letter is E. If you are more of an introvet, it's an I. SilviaJansen/Getty ImagesThe next question is about how you get around in the
world. Sensors love thinking through practical, concrete themes. Priorities are focused on what is real and true, and what can be measured or observed. Typically, they prefer to do these things in a way that has already been established and can be verified by the five senses. Overall, their focus is on the
timing details. SolStock/Getty Images Diametrically opposed to the sensors are intuitive. With a flair for imagination and creative, Intuitive preferred thoughts in terms of the bigger picture. They are looking for new ways of thinking, and have fun in theoretical abstract. Often they may prefer to depend on
their gut instincts, trusting their sixth sense to drag them right. If a detector, your second letter is an intuitive S., your second letter is a N. FluxFactory/Getty ImagesThe processing decision to take is a huge part of anyone's disposition. In the Myers-Briggs test, if you're a logical and scientific decision
maker, you're regarded as a thought. Their thoughts tend to be predisposed to consider the power of things and ideas. What's important in a perception is justice, and treating everyone the same. Think align themselves more with themselves than their hearts. andres/Getty Images the opposite of a
Thinker, as far as the MBTI is concerned, is a feeler. Feelings are compassionate and believe in the power of compassion. They're far more interested in people and emotions and would connect with their hearts and cut more than ice-cold logic. Feel typically base decisions on value systems and see the
world as less of a logical decision and more of a poetic structure. If you consider yourself to be a Thinker, then the third letter of your Myers-Briggs code will be a T. If you consider yourself to be a Feeler, your letters will be a F. PeopleImages/Getty Images your final opinion from how it is that you like to
plan ahead and live your life. If you organize and structured, then you can elect to be more of a Judge. Typically this is an organized, decisive type of person who likes to make the plan forward and then stick to the plan once it's made. Control is very important, and a Judge will typically want to decide
there and then the decisions that they want. jimkruger/Getty Images and the opposite of a Judge? These are Perceivers, who are far more likely to go with the flows, and take a relaxed and casual approach to their plans. They can easily change and adapt them for plans and would like to find out more
information, which can convince them to change their plans. If you are a Jidger, your final letter is a J. If you are a Perceiver, you are a Skynesher/Getty Images MBTI code, which highlights your preferences and personalities, will then be a combination of four letters. Extraction or Introvert.Sensor or
iNtuitive.Thinker or Feeler.Judger or Perceiver. When it comes to the MBTI, it's quick to note that one option is not preferable on another. It simply has to do with ways that you choose to engage with the world. The different personality qualities are a widely popular tool of everything from team building to
business. Not only do you get insight into yourself, but it encourages you to consider the alternative perspectives, making sure you're aware there is another way to see the world than just the way you do. RyanJLane/Getty Images Most of us have taken myers-Briggs's personality tests at some point in our
lives. The test that gives you a simple, acronym four-letter sums up your personality. While it's a neat way to learn about ourselves, probably you shouldn't he does something serious as deciding which career to pursue. As news site Vox explains, myers-Briggs tests the role-based personality types
developed in the 1940s that have little connection to any real data. More trouble, though, is that it classifys personality by a binary preference for a particular feature. In fact, however, most people exist on a spectator between the two and can vary between them from week to week: With most features,
people fall on different points together a spectator. If you ask people if they prefer to think or feel, or if they prefer to judge or see, the majority will tell you a little bit of both. Jung himself admits as much, noted that the scenes were way useful in thinking about people, but writes that there is no such thing
as a pure extraction or a pure introvet. Such a man would be in linatic asylum. We often see that this is the case when we talk about introves and extremes. However, when it comes to myers - Briggs's test, we tend to give it a pass. Of course, there's nothing wrong with doing a simple test to get a bit more
of an insight into your personality for fun. We all do this as we learn about ourselves. However, it's worth taking a step back and questioning the test before using it as career advice or a guide in your relationship. Why the Myers-Briggs test is totally sense | VoxPhoto is not Crystal. You'd think I'd take the
Myers-Briggs Assessment Type Indicator by now, eh? Not so! But because I'm on a bit of a self-improvement kick so far this year, I decided it was time high. So this afternoon, I took the test of PersonalityDesk, which also offers several other assessment tests – and perhaps more attractive, a phone or
email discussion of your results. While my results – which were ready in about an hour – offer no real surprises, they were interesting, especially the kind description and key to reporting preferences, indicating where you fall on a trajectory between the different preferences. I'm looking forward to the
phone discussion – which I'll schedule next week or so – and within six months, I'll probably pony up for the longest Interpretative II ratio. Did you take the MBTI? How did you use it at your job? Also, is there other personality assessment that you think are particularly useful? I'm curious to explore others
to see what their insight might offer. Hiring staff is one of the most difficult actions you can undertake. You work with little data and usually have to make a relatively quick decision that will have bigger implications for your company and cost you significant amounts on an ongoing basis. Some other things
can improve or hurt your operations with many bottom lines. It's unstable then that you might turn into a personality assesser like the Myers-Briggs Indicator that classify people of 16 types of personality, hire the right employees for the right job. But that doesn't mean it's the right move. According to an
email from Myers-Briggs, CPP, there are many people who misunderstood and misuse the MBTI. The first and probably biggest fallacy is that the ratings can tell you if someone is a good fit for a particular role. In fact, the company says that using the MBTI as part of hiring is unending. A voluntary
assessment. If you force people to take a psychological test, you'll essentially say that you expect all aspects of their lives to be open to your scrutiny and use. It's a good way to tank morale and fear into many kandio talents you could otherwise attract. Even more, the idea of anticipated success in a task
from a psychological inclination series is a bit crazy. As Myers-Briggs states: Additionally, people of many different types excel in the same work for different reasons. People should not pijonhole based on their personality preferences. For example, you might assume that introvets are poor kandio for
stress work, high high visibility work. Like Steve Jobs. Yes, the CEO of late Apple exposed behavior indicating a preference for intrusion. The introveted/extroveted scale is not about whether a person is shy or gregarious. It addresses whether people get energy from them by themselves or among others.
Myers-Briggs argues the MBTI tool can't tell you who hire, but it can help you work with your team so that everyone gives it better performance. And there could be something for that. Understand how people interact, communicate, and collaborate should help you better run your company. There's only
one problem. As the firm says, taking the exam should be voluntary and the results that are part of the test. So if people are willing to take the MBTI and share their results, that's fine. However, if you coerce them to participation, you've had the same problem as using the assessment as a hire tool. Plus,
there has been significant criticism of the test by psychologists for years, including a significant chance that taking it twice could show different results. So maybe the best thing is to give up on the assumptions and get back to the hard work of trying to get to know an applicant's old-fashioned way. Way.
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